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Technique #1: Rear Leg Takedown - Grasp his dagger wrist from the inside with your left hand. Strike and grab his throat with your right hand. Step behind his right leg with your right leg and throw him down. You want to keep your weight low and centered as you enter, because if your center of gravity is too high, the attacker can counter, and throw you down in almost the exact same way from here. The vital lesson here is in gaining control of the dagger wrist while striking at the same time. You must do this before you can enter safely; even if he is blocking your strike it is keeping him busy and allowing you to time to move.

Marozzo’s Text
Now, we’ll start with the first grapple, having seen how useful these techniques are in fighting your enemy. Be aware that you must always look at the weapon of your foe, to prevent him from playing some dirty trick. Now if your foe attacks (“sopramano”) with the dagger, you’ll defend by grabbing his arm with your left hand, and at the same time you’ll move the right leg behind the right leg of your foe and grabbing his neck with your right hand, and twisting your left arm towards his right side and forcing both arms down you’ll force him to fall.

Hutton’s Seizure 1
The enemy attacks with his dagger overhand, attempting a high thrust; seize his wrist from the inside and force it back outwards and upwards, at the same time pass your right leg behind his right leg, grasp the left collar with your right hand, and so throw him over to your own left.
Technique #2: Straight Armbar and Rear Leg Takedown - Grasp his dagger wrist from the inside with your left hand. Slip your head under his arm to lock out his elbow and grab inside his thigh or knee, or grab the groin directly. Step behind his right leg with your right leg and throw him down, possibly breaking his right elbow. Be careful to not allow him to regain his balance, wrap his dagger arm around your head, and place you in a chancery hold.

Marozzo’s Text
Having to fight an armed foe, as shown in the drawing, hold your eye on his armed fist, so that, attacking him with an upward thrust to kill you, you’ll throw your left arm on his right one, turning your fist with the fingers down, grabbing his wrist and moving your right leg outside of his right one, and at the same time you’ll grab his right tight with your right hand, and pushing your head under his right arm, and then you’ll return your shoulders on the other side, forcing him to fall.

Hutton’s Seizure 2
The enemy attacks with the dagger overhand, stabbing upwards from below. Seize his wrist from the inside, forcing it upwards and outwards, pass your own right leg behind his right leg; then grasp his leg inside with your right hand, and pass your head under his arm; you can then either break his arm, or toss him onto your shoulders and either throw or carry him away.
Technique #22: Bent Armbar Up 90 with Elbow Pull (weapon arm) – There are two basic ways to do this hold. In the first way you grab his wrist from the inside with your left hand and twist the arm outwards, while grabbing the elbow with your right hand and twisting it inwards. This will lock the arm and shoulder and take him off balance, presuming you are using some mobility and unbalancing against him. The second way uses the bent arm like a 90-degree lever to torque out the shoulder. Grab the wrist, stabilize the elbow, and work the arm like an Allen-wrench to injure the shoulder. The trick here is in learning the correct angles of the arm, and being able to take the slack out of the limb before applying the lock. There are many standing and ground fighting variations on this lock.

Marozzo’s Text

In this last grapple we’ll say just a few things, for they are truly troublesome to compose, and to describe exactly every detail would make the writing too long, but to be not too tiresome we tell you, M Giovanni Battista (other titles of the said noble), that being unarmed against one coming against you armed with a dagger, it is necessary to defend grabbing his right arm, near the wrist, with your left hand, and with the right hand you'll grab his elbow as you see in the picture, and twisting his arm outwards and advancing with your left foot you'll break your foe's arm and disarm him, and you'll be able to wound him; and here we end the grapples, with praise to the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost.

Hutton’s Seizure 14

He attempts a downward thrust with the dagger held underhand. Advance your left foot, seize his wrist from the inside with your left hand, and his elbow with your right, and force his hand back, and his elbow forward, and so disable him.
Cutting Edge Training

What are the Experts saying?

“It is reassuring to know dedicated martial practitioners like Pete Kautz are able to present the formidable techniques of Marozzo with clarity and validity.”

John Clements, director of the Historical Armed Combat Association and author of best sellers “Medieval Swordsmanship” and “Renaissance Swordsmanship”

“This historical piece speaks to the essence of combat and how isolated groups around the world have developed virtually the same techniques, modifying them for their clothing and environments.”

W. Hock Hockheim, Lifetime martial artist, 23-year police/military veteran, and author of the “Knife Fighting Encyclopedia”

Mr. Kautz draws on nearly twenty years experience in the martial arts in analyzing Marozzo's knife defense techniques. With a wide variety of training in both Eastern and Western combative disciplines, he brings these techniques into the 21st Century.

♦ Classical Strategies for Knife Fighting and Self Defense
   Learn to defend against a knife by learning how to fight with a knife

♦ Complete English Translations for Every Technique
   Never before available in any English language book

♦ Training Tips, Drills, and Commentary
   Learn how to train these techniques for the street, not just for history

♦ Authentic Western martial arts
   Locking, Throwing, Arm-Breaking, Disarming, Combinations